The Bridge Building Competition is an annual event sponsored by the Pennsylvania Society of Professional Engineers (PSPE), Lincoln Chapter, for 9th through 12th grade students. This year the competition will be held on Saturday, March 7, 2020.

Prior to the competition, each student will build a bridge using supply kits provided by the PSPE, Lincoln Chapter. On the day of the competition, bridges are inspected for conformity with competition specifications and rules. After inspection, the structural efficiency, the ratio of bridge load to bridge weight, of each bridge is tested. The student whose bridge possesses the highest structural efficiency wins the competition.

Specifications and competition rules can be found on the PSPE, Lincoln Chapter, website, located at the following address: https://www.pspe.org/lincoln/bridge.shtml

Contact Matthew March (mmarch@bucharthorn.com, 717-852-1419) by February 21, 2020, for competition supply kits.

Competition Sponsor:
Pennsylvania Society of Professional Engineers, Lincoln Chapter

Competition Host:
The Pennsylvania State University, York Campus